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Donna Brehaut and Naro Zimmerman, two of Nerine Group of Fiduciaries’ young professionals, have featured on Citywealth’s Future Leaders
List 2018 for the third year running. Melanie Ison, managing director of Nerine in Hong Kong is also featured this year.
The list features young professionals from accounting, family office, law, trust and private banking sectors in the UK and is compiled through
recommendations from directors, senior peers and clients. The recommendations recognise their years of study, hard work, and their potential
as future business leaders.
Donna has consistently been recognized by Citywealth for her contribution to the trust sector. Her role includes overseeing an administration
team dealing with global high net worth clients and family structures with particular focus on international clients and succession planning.
Naro is also a Citywealth regular due to his efforts to develop new opportunities for business growth as well as working for high net worth clients
in the Middle East region. He also actively works with younger members of the team and continues to explore business development
opportunities for Nerine.
Melanie is regularly featured on Citywealth’s Top 200 Powerwomen lists and oversees Nerine’s growth in the Far East as managing director
of the Hong Kong office. She works with a number of intermediaries and clients in the region on all aspects of succession planning.
Nerine executive chairman, Keith Corbin, said: “Donna, Naro, and Melanie are three of Nerine’s best young professionals and they are a shining
example for the next generation of trust practitioners. Donna is committed to her profession and clients and is a crucial member of our team,
Naro has accumulated great experience and Melanie’s knowledge and experience of the wealth sector is of great benefit to our clients.
“We are very pleased that at Nerine we are able to offer young professionals the chance to develop, take on key roles in our business and
really shine in this stage of their career. It is equally rewarding for us that they are frequently recognised by Citywealth as our industry’s future
leaders.”
The Future Leaders list allows for peers and clients to rate and review the private wealth professionals named. These ratings can be anonymous
and reviews fully vetted and recommended to support our young practitioners.
To rate and review Naro: https://bit.ly/2GLaOvn
To rate and review Donna: https://bit.ly/2IKA76D
To rate and review Melanie: https://bit.ly/2s7fR4Q

